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ABSTRACT

To date no equations have existed for lasing 
action governed by quadrupole interaction. To develop, 
these equations the polarization due to quadrupoles in 
a linear homogeneous isotropic media were derived from 
Maxwell’s equations. The quadrupole interaction poten
tial, Hamiltonian, and density matrix were also derived.
The density matrix and the quadrupole polarization were 
used to calculate the electric field. From these equa
tions the irradiance and phase as a function of time 
were developed, and the gain, saturation, mode pulling, 
and mode pushing parameters were calculated. When compared 
to the equations for dipole lasers the equations governing 
quadrupole lasers were found to have the same form and _ 
differ only by multiplicative factors.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of the laser, sources emitting 
stimulated radiation of shorter and shorter wavelength 
have been sought after by many disciplines0 Of particular 
interest are the sources that emit radiation in the x-ray 
region because the wavelength of the radiation is approx
imately that of the atomic diameter. For this region of 
the spectrum the interactions are based upon quadrupole 
rather than dipole potentials. To date, all laser related 
equations are based on dipole interactions. When lasing 
media that emit in the x-ray region are discovered equa
tions describing the emissions and the system parameters 
will need to be known in order to distinguish between 
quadrupole and dipole systems and to predict the output 
of quadrupole systems,

The stimulated electric field emitted from a 
quadrupole medium had to be calculated. The analysis 
began with the calculation of the macroscopic polarization 
in a classical derivation following the techniques of 
Jackson (1 9 6 2), The medium was assumed to be linear, 
isotropic, and homogeneous. The microscopic equation for 
the electric field as a function of the scalar potential

1



was expanded in multipoles and all but the first three 
terms were neglected. The microscopic equations were 
averaged to obtain the macroscopic charge density, dipole 
polarization, and quadrupole polarization. Maxwell's 
equations using the macroscopic polarization were combined 
to express the electric field as a function of the micro
scopic quadrupole and dipole polarizations.

The calculation of the Hamiltonian and the inter
action potential followed Fiutak (1 9 6 3)° The semiclassical 
Hamiltonian was transformed by a canonical transformation 
using a generating function to calculate a new Hamiltonian 
containing terms involving the interactions of higher 
order multipoles. No multipoles higher than quadrupoles 
were retained in the approximation.

Using the interaction potential the elements of the 
density matrix were calculated. This analysis follows 
Sargeant, Scully, and Lamb (19?4), Calculation of the 
matrix was based on a four level laser including pumping 
and decay. Assuming the difference between the matrix 
element for the upper level and matrix element for the 
lower level was slowly varying the off diagonal elements 
were computed. Utilizing the off diagonal elements the 
diagonal elements were calculated.

Employing the microscopic polarization calculated 
in the beginning of the analysis and the density matrix9



3
the macroscopic polarization was expressed as a function 
of quantum mechanical parameters, The macroscopic polar
ization was then further divided into two parts one in 
phase with the incident electric field and one in quadra
ture.

The polarizations in phase and in quadrature were 
substituted into Maxwell’s equations and small quantities 
such as second derivatives and products of small terms were 
neglected. Maxwell’s equations were cast into a form where 
system parameters such as gain, saturation, mode pulling, 
and mode pushing could be easily identified. The equations 
of motion for the irradiance and phase were solved. For 
both dipole and quadrupole lasers the threshold conditions, 
the steady state irradiance and frequency, and the ratio 
of the Q’s were calculated.

To date no publications have considered the laser 
equations governed by quadrupole interactions, The material 
to carry out this investigation has existed separately in 
Jackson (1962), Fiutak (1963)9 and Sargeant, Scully and 
Lamb (197*0« This has been a first attempt to consolidate 
the information and deal with quadrupole lasers.



CHAPTER 2

MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS FOR ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLES

The process used to derive the polarization due 
to the quadrupole moment follows Jackson(1 9 6 2) „

The equations
V'fi = f 7̂ 0 (1 )

V'X e = o (2)
govern electrostatic phenomena, provided the microscopic 
electric field is derived from the total microscopic 
charge density ^  , Combining equations (1) and (2) and 
solving we get

<3>
In many physical situations the solution of Eq» (3) 
becomes impossible to apply. Any problem involving the 
presence of a macroscopic amount of matter is an example of 
such a case, A macroscopic amount of matter typically 
contains charges all of them in motion. If we
postpone answering the question of whether Eq, (3) is ap
plicable to a problem involving matter in motion it still



involves a charge density p * that must specify the exact 
positions of very many charges and large fluctuations as 
the observation point moves distances on the order of 
atomic dimensions. Usually, such detailed information is 
not necessary and only the average field, , is of
interest. The average is over a macroscopic volume, AV, 
large compared to atomic dimensions but small on a macro
scopic scale. The average electric field andthe average 
charge density are given by

<1(5,> ,-L * a) (4)
AV

(5)

The averaged quantities are denoted by brackets around the 
variables and the variable ranges over the entire volume 
AV, Since, we are now speaking of average quantities it is 
legitimate to describe the electric field and charge 
density by static equations.

Let us now consider a single molecule and its 
microscopic field with the center of mass of the molecule 
at point and an observation point at x. The molecular 
charge density is yo| (rz) , where v^is measured from the



center of mass of the molecule. See Fig. 1. The micro
scopic electric field due to the jth molecule is 
given by

For points outside the molecule, we expand in multipoles 
around the center of mass of the molecule. This gives

where terms greater than the quadrupole term have been 
neglected. To facilitate the averaging we replace the 
discrete sum with a continuous sum by introducing contin
uous charge, dipole polarizations and quadrupole 
polarization densities;

(6)

(7)

where
(8)

(10)
(9)

The field due to all the molecules is given by
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jth molecule

Fig. 1. Vector diagram of the description of the 
jth molecule, its center of mass and electron relative to 
the observation point P and the reference frame.
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/) l ^  ̂ (x - Ra ) (1 2)' MO 1 ^

 ̂X ̂ - Z Pi (13)
>

[/^mol^’Inn =  T  <̂ <'X- RP*
)

Nov/ Eq. (11) can be rewritten as 

eix)  a  - v  |</»x"!/;»„ Cx") I x -  x " f 1 f  

Tr«.,(x").vx„ |x - x"| +

5  f? - 5 ' T l] (15)

= eo Ix) 4- 6, L?) + 6* U K  (16)

To illustrate the averaging consider the third term

<?*> = ~ ̂  £  iV jj'" ( d5x"

T ^ r l x  ^ - r r ' . d y )

With the change of variables x" =  ̂^ Eq. (1?) becomes

= > 3 ..X

| X - r' | l. (18)

AV
-I
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From Eq. (1 8) we see that the integral of yu. over AV at r z 
merely adds up all the quadrupoles X*,* inside AVi

2v j j V  [yt(?' *- ̂ )]wix = 7 7  E  . (19)

If the macroscopic density of molecules at v7 is N(.f) 
molecules per unit volume and < X C v 7)) ̂  is the average 
quadrupole polarization per molecule inside aV at 7 z, then

AV (d,v-[ M(?' +2)] = N(r'; < K „ ol( r y ) „ „ - (20)
A V WVt

Now Eq. (1?) can be written

< W ) >  = - V ^ < x wol(.?-)>WK - ^ - r  |? - (21)"'iV' <7  ̂'vx
Similar considerations follow for and <?, ( .
The averaged form of Eq. (15) is then given by

G(.x> = - V  |N(Y')cl3r' |<e«.,(.?')> |K - r'l'1 +

• V' |x - t ' | 1 +

To get the macroscopic equivalent of Eq. (1) take the 
divergence of both sides of Eq. (22) and using the fact 
that V 21 x — r'l 1 =z-inr$ (.% - ? ')

V'(6lx)> = 4T/V(x; Cx)> - tTV- [fl/Cx) <pnl<>,

-  • <23>
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If Kl Cx) is a constant everywhere in the volume AV and if 
we rearrange terms
V.[<6 (.x)>+- 4irN(<,P.„> + V- = 47rN(e,.,> (2^)

where

{|P mo;') ~ K ̂ ^6, (25)

= (2 6)
WA,k\

V/e define the macroscopic quantities, namely, the electric
- % —»field E , the polarization P, the charge densityyO and the

—sdisplacement D» asi
E(X) = <aw,, U)> (27)

PCX) = ,P (>) -i- Jo?) (28)

/Lx) = Nf c?)> (29)

,?(!?) = N < l?w„, Cx)> (30)

and
xnx) = M 9 .(J_,Cx)> (31)

~ E t- 4irP. (32)
With these definitions we have from Eq. (24) that

D = E + 4Tr(,P + %?). (33)



We see that the polarization is the sum of the dipole and 
quadrupole polarizations. We also have an expression for 
the quadrupole polarization and notice that it is the 
divergence of ^ Hf>, that contributes not just the polar
ization as in the dipole term.

shown to be a function of the time average of X*. i . If 
we replace the time average of X Mp, by the quantum 
mechanical expectation value of X »»i

we now determine the polarization quantum mechanically. 
By this means quantum mechanics is introduced into the 
equations of D, E and P, specifically,

where (̂"x J is the electronic wave function of a two 
level atom with levels a and b. Along the same consider
ations

defines the dipole polarization. The total polar- 
—*ization, P, is due to the sum of Eqs. (35b) and (3 6) 

as indicated by Eq. (33).

The quadrupole polarization has been classically

Q# t'A. t (34)

z (35a)

using
(35b)

,P = Ne, f <hr'J Wo|
(36)
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Taking Maxwell's equations to be

v-B = “y* (37)
V-B = O (38)

V X H = ~  Jp 4- ^ D (39)

v  K E =  - -  B, (40)
where and j^ are the free charge density and free 
current density, respectively, and c the speed of light 
in a vacuum. Using the material equations

D = E + 4 TP (41)

B = H + 4ttM (42)

and assuming there are no free charges or currents and
M 3, o we have

where Dz E V z —

= ~? (43)

c1 Pt1

In order to apply Eq. (43) to a laser problem we 
must take into account that there are losses in the medium 
and cavity. We add a term to include these losses in the 
form of a fictitious current which obeys Ohm's Law. The 
loss current is

? = <r E (44)
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and Maxwell•s equations reduce to

(45)

Using Eq. (33) we have
(46)

The term on the left hand side is merely the D*A1ambertian 
on the electric field. The first term on the right hand 
side is the second time derivative of the polarization and 
is comprised of the dipole and quadrupole parts. Higher 
order multipole terms could be included by adding the 
second time derivatives of each higher order polarization.



CHAPTER 3

THE CLASSICAL HAMILTONIAN 
FOR ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLES

To determine the Hamiltonian we follow the method 
as described by Fuitak (1963)• Consider the Hamiltonian 
of n charged particles in an arbitrary system without an 
external field. The Hamiltonian is

H o ( p t , %,— ,%) - H» s). (4?)
If the Hamiltonian is gauge invariant, then in the 
presence of the interaction of an electromagnetic field 
it is given by

H  = H. (.u,, % )  + H  es 0  (
V\I5 ~l

where
(48)

(49)
w A Cvj/ -t)

is the kinetic momentum of the particle s, and 
and are the potentials of the external fields.
We transform the Hamiltonian of Eq. (48) by a time- 
dependent canonical transformation with the generating 
function A, into

h '= e M  H eCA (50)

14
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If A *=■ A(rj,0 we get

= r Cs 4-h A, (5D
« *\ a -* z -t/x -*• C Awhere A *■ and u. j - c u.5 €.
If we approximate A CR-+̂ ) by

AiZ+?,t) = A C R) t) 4. (r. VK)ACC, t) (52)
and choose the canonical transformation as given by

A(l?, i) + i; (̂ * Vg.)r - A * (53)

the transformed Hamiltonian is then approximately
= + V - ef «E (R,t) _ le(Y-Vg.)v •£(?, t), (5^)

where
LL p 4" X 8 , t) • (55 )

In this approximation we obtain the magnetic dipole and 
electric quadrupole terms, Grouping the first two terms 
into a Hamiltonian such that =E^ the total Hamiltonian 
takes the form

H* e Ho ~ e v-E CR., i) - 7 e(f'VgJ r ' E Qfc, *), (56)

This is the form we will use to obtain the wave function of 
a two level atom in the electric quadrupole approximation.

From Eq. (5 6 ) v/e recognize the familiar dipole 
interaction potential

VD (57)
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where r is the position vector of the electron relative to 
the center of mass and the vector, r , is taken from an 
arbitrary coordinate system to the center of mass. The 
quadrupole interaction potential is

Vq = ” § Cr-%)E (£>1) - r . (5 8 )
It is interesting to note that the dipoles interact with
the electric field but the quadrupoles interact with the 
gradient of the field. The higher multipoles improve on 
the approximation that E is constant over atomic dimen
sions.

Let us now look at the form of the interaction 
potentials in the presence of a standing wave electric 
field specified by

E U, t) = E0S) n (k* R)co5 UiS- **■ 0) (59)

where k = kt< and E, = E0t« The dipole interaction poten
tial Eq. (57) becomes

Vt> = ~ e(r.Eo) si co-s f fl) (6 0)
and Eq. (58) becomes

VQ =• ^ E - o )  + )̂„ (61)

It is well known that the dipole potential has an odd 
parity but we see the quadrupole interaction has even 
parity. In a two level atomic system the two states have
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a definite parity and only one of the potentials can 
interact. If the levels are chosen such that the quad- 
rupole terra contributes then the dipole contribution is 
zero and vice-versa. The working Hamiltonian we will use 
is

(63)
where HQ contains all but the contribution of the electric
quadrupole potential which is contained in VA.Q



CHAPTER 4

THE ELECTRIC QUARUPGLE INTERACTION DENSITY MATRIX

In order to calculate the polarization induced by 
the electric quadrupole, it is convenient to calculate the 
density matrix. This is possible since we have the form 
of the Hamiltonian. From Schroedinger1s Equation we have

(K -  V J  e,t> -- E fV?, . (64)

If the atom is a two level atom with upper level a and 
lower level b then the wave function may be written

=<:*(.?,*) tv?) + (6 5)

where S is the coordinate of center of mass of the atom and 
r is the electron coordinate.
If Eq. (6 5) is substituted into Eq. (64)

cat) = - i ^ c K - i x bcb (66>
and

» - LtVkCb - — (6 7)
where 1 V̂ l \>> = V S u b s t i t u t i o n  of Eq. (62) into
Eqs. (6 6) and (6 7) yields

It) =  - u ^  - £  i)'C-t, (68)

CbU) = - tu;1>cb - (69)

18
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with V- = €g and e and ^ defined as

€ = cos(k‘R)coj(i)^ +■ 0) (7 0)4-

We

= j wZe cos^ d3r . (71)

will define the density matrix, ô, in the usual 
manner with elements given by sr . From this and
the well known fact that yS = comes

ŷ ac. “ ^ ̂  1/A.k ~/9^) (72)

V ^  ” ŷ o-v)

yÔ b “ ~ ^ f  ̂  (^«u (74)
X-k<u ~  • (75)

Since it is not possible to derive the decay terms from 
first principles in a semiclassical treatment, we add them 
in an ad hoc fashion using logical choices for these terms. 
Consider Sq. (72). The left-hand side of the equation is 
the rate at which the population in state ^-changes. If 
we are using a pumped laser we must add a term that in
creases yOaa independent of the population. The standard 
term to add is a linear rate A*. There also exist losses 
from state a. These losses depend on the population in 
state a, at the time of decay. This term is properly 
included in Eq. (72) by subtracting a term of the form 
I'q.ytWwhere V*. is the decay constant. Similarly we add



the corresponding terms, At and bi to Eq. (73)• To
Eq. (?4) we subtract 'ip*. * where -/ = 4 V ̂ .
The term ' i is the "phase memory". Atoms in state ̂ oab 
( o r m a y  have their decay interrupted without leaving 
the state but this interruption (probably a collision) 
changes the phase of . This randomness of the phase 
causes a cancellation among p ^  terms and thus looks like 
a decay. Eq. (75) still remains the complex conjugate of 
Eq. (7^) and we also define the frequency difference be
tween the energy of state a and the energy of state b to 
be tv, where u) = - E b )/ti, With these alterations to
Eqs. (72), (73)» (7^) and (75) we now have working
equations that are good approximations to physical 
situations in a laser. These new equations are

yO«L<x = (p*± — A.) ^ ~ ^<Kpo-o~ (7&)

/5tv = - Z0^ )  ^ - -YkyOkt (77)

- /)u) - (78)

A k  = A -  (79)
Such a system is diagramed in Fig. 2.

Following the methods of Sargent, Scully, and 
Lamb (1974), let us take Eq. (78) and write it in the form
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p  p«

Fig. 2. Energy diagram of two level atoms in the 
four level laser under consideration. The upper level is 
characterized by ^  and the lower by ̂  . The transition 
frequency is tv . The pumping terms are A* and A&, • The decay 
terms are and ^ b and the population in transition is 
/ W  " /̂ bb a‘t a r&te of “J from Eq. (8?).
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+ ~ i  ^  ^  +
— oo — CO

We have taken - yDbb outside the integral assuming it
to be a slowly varying function of time, After integra
tion and rearrangement of terms Eq. (80) becomes

- riW <*&*:)?}£]■ < e i >

From Eqs. (81) and (79) we have an expression f o r k. 
S u b t r a c t i n g f r o m  we find

^   ̂(w_ X

ĵ-7 COi [-Oi + & ̂}̂ j. (83)
Substitution of Eq. (8 3) into Eqs. (?6 ) and (7?) yields

/>a«cU) =■ - XxyO^ - Ĉ-fe)(yDlWL - (84)

= Ab -T'yjfet + .fit) - / tt) (85)

where

= (ek^ -— X

('V co$(Jt 4- 4- I (86)
[(u> - J)Z +  ̂]
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For the steady state condition = o  and

, ,  <,<„> „ i ( i i k « £ M . ) y  , r] . (87.

 ̂being the time average of for an optical period.
Using these facts Eqs. (84) and (85) can be written

0 s A <=u - a.p*o~ -  - / k b )  (88)

° ~ f (89)
To calculate and we combine Eqs.

(88) and (8 9) to find

/■-.<*) - b r ^ r ^ r y ?  (,0)
and

/O^Ct) (9 1)

For the above approximations the components of 
the density matrix are

/’*•«> - v ^ l : <«>

(93)
+ &)ekE^coalc-^ _

f f, gw - v) -
(94)

• (95)



We have assumed that the elements (-6) and y? ̂  1-6-) 
were constant in time. With constant populations in 
state a and state b due to pumping the medium is capable 
of sustaining a continuous output. The elements 
and are oscillatory and it is these transition
elements» p ^  and y£> bA. as we shall see, that will contribute 
to the polarization of the media. The polarization will 
then give rise to a stimulated electric field.



CHAPTER 5

THE ELECTRIC POLARIZATION VECTOR

With the density matrix, yo, determined it is now 
possible to write an expression for the electric quad- 
rupole polarization. To do this return to Eq. (35). 
Substitution of Eq. (6 5) into Eq. (35) and expanding gives

We have taken the elements of the density matrix out of the 
integrals because they are functions of time and the 
atomic position, R , while this integration is taken with 
respect to the electron position, ?, relative to the 
center of mass. The atomic position vector, R , will be 
denoted by Pi = ^j +- and the electron position
vector, 3, by r =  xC *- t . Because of the definition 
of the electric field in Eq. (59) the density matrix 
y0(t, t) is a yO(̂ j t) . If we adopt the notation

(96)

(97)

(98)

25
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where u and v can each be x, y or z then the polarization 
can be written as

jP (/Z, *) = ^  -H ^(zx, +

+- t ) ]  t  +

+ ^(2Y, l>k)/<7bk(%)e) +•

j- (99)
Equation (99) is the macroscopic polarization 

that is established when an electromagnetic wave of wave
length approximately that of each atomic diameter interacts 
with a system of atoms. Note that the elements of the 
density matrix have a dependence on the position of the 
atom as well as a time dependence. This is to be expected. 
In the dipole approximation the wavelength is large com
pared to the atomic dimensions and the atom "sees" a 
constant field. Because of this, the density matrix 
elements and the induced polarization show no dependence 
on position. In the quadrupole case the field felt by 
each atom is different and the dependence is seen in the 
matrix elements and the polarization.

It will be advantageous to separate 
into two components one in phase and one in quadrature 
with the perturbing field. To accomplish this we define



2?

= J p ' + <(■) + -Jp" * 0)15^ k2. (100)

Multiplying both sides of (100) by sink? and integrating 
gives

The only % variation that exists in 3q. (101) is in the 
density elements. It is very important to remember that 
the £ now spoken of is the % that comes from /y ,%) of 
the center of mass not the x, y, % of the internal 
molecular coordinates. See Fig. 3. Also, the only mode 
of appreciable magnitude is the one where L =-4̂ - where n 
is an integer on the order of 1010. Substitution of Eqs. 
(99) into (101) and integrating gives to fourth order
aP cos(-3i +- 0) + 2.P " s 1 w t  4- r=

{ \ \ ^  k z d t
'o

¥

+ ĵa similar expression replacing  ̂ x, with  ̂ •

(102)
where we use
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molecule

Fig. 3. The position vectors of the center of mass, 
$ = + ^ 4- , and the electron, r - x£ + y-j. + ^  .
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From Eq. (102) we define

E 'r-3
£___ Re (104)

and

where

and

P = -5
'VSi.

5 t U j L l k } ^ l L

» r l?) (105)

+ (u - v)*"]
(106a)

— - V - -/&) dk) +  {uJ ~  J  + W ]  ̂  "
[(w - V - -Y^^C^Y^b) + [yj •V‘-)^.(zyj b».)J j! -(106b)

In Eqs. (104) and (105) we have shown that 2P</?,fc) 
is of the form shown in Eq. (100) and is comprised of 
two components one in phase with the electric field p̂', 
one in quadrature 7 ? " .



CHAPTER 6

THE ELECTRIC FIELD

Let us return to Eq. (46) and write 
D z E i z , y  - -ffi:-LiC2 ,t) = . (1 0 7)

We write the electric field of the nth mode as

?,(.?, t) = tEvxU) cos Gtfi + i*) s'm (108)
and the quadrupole polarization as

hvt'Z.t)” + 2pj,'si«(•!>«* * ^)j Si A k.^, (109)

Substituting Eqs, (108) and (109) into Eq. (10?) and 
ignoring small terms like £* , iP*, <rEnj <r^,
ŷx(î yx) and

EvxCt) + 2^T(rEwlt) =  -ZT^vv (xPyx • ^ ) (110)

and

^  -k ^ J  =  41V OS ( J ; . £). (Ill)
We have assumed that the component of the polarization 
parallel to the y-axis will not contribute to the stimu
lated electric field. This can be accomplished by 
introducing Brewster angle windows into the cavity that 
will polarize the electric field in the cavity parallel to 
the x-axis.
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Previously E and were considered to be 

constants. Now we take into account that they change 
with time. Using the results of Eqs. (104) and (105) 
gives

r  r f-Y 4- T. 'W''-3 ̂
£„ + ZTTirE* = ZirOyî  Iw C*̂* ̂ E. (112)

and

- r-3
+ ^b) ̂  Ev\

<û b (113)* C < ^ ) x

If V/e let £n = - kvsC , -̂vx (z. P J  - ^ ( 2. P vx) ,
(T = Vvx /Qn and note that - (V* + ^w)2- = 2 ^  
we can cast Eqs. (112) and (113) into a more easily 
identifiable form

(114)

and
I* - 2 I* C*W + ydvxlvx)

+ v̂x ~~ H  VX t yd̂ Ivx . (115)

The coefficients o<* and ^  are the "net-gain" and self
saturation, respectively in the equation of motion for 
the irradiance, . In the equation of motion for
the phase, we find the oscillation is at a new frequency 

v (a frequency shift). The term, ft*, is the 
frequency of the passive cavity and the mode pulling and
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pushing coefficients are <r* and „ respectively0 
coefficientso irradiance and phase are given for 
quadfupole laser in Table 1.

The



Table 1. Quadrupole Laser System Parameters
Parameter Physical Context

Xm • L ) I /V ̂  A J  _  _ 1__ 
- J„) ZJ \ ̂ ^ nf>/

linear net gain

£  = 3rr0ekW ( - ^  ) ^  f ^ ) ( %  - saturation

(r̂  = f ̂  _ M  Relllj  mode pullingSt i-v.

= 3T V e k N ( i r ) 3(^: - 5 r ) ( ^ + i )  mode pushing



Table 1. Continued
Parameter Physical Context

i:it) = c:*,

c? = Ini*') irradiance



CHAPTER ?

DISCUSSION OP DIPOLE AND QUADRUPOLE LASERS

Sargent, Scully and Lamb (197^) have calculated the 
system parameters for a dipole laser, irradiance and phase. 
Table 1 and Table 2 reveal that the equations of motion 
for the irradiance and phase are identical and the system 
parameters °<n, y9̂ , and are similar having identical 
form differing only by multiplicative factors„

Setting the linear net-gain coefficient —  o  

we determine the threshold condition for both the dipole 
laser,

, (dipole) (11 6)tr'T Q w

and the quadrupole laser,

(quadrupole) (1 1 7)

at resonance cv => » where N^ is the average population
inversion density at threshold. To calculate the steady 
state condition for In(t) we set In = 0 .in Eq, (114) and 
for the dipole and quadrupole case we find
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Table 2. Dipole Laser System Parameters
Parameter Physical Context

linear net gain

t> 3 W e VpyA/ 
-

-/

cr: =

/°«

[4 4- (to - T? k) J

u) - C> ̂
t V 1 + ( w -  a)2.

■y ( tv — vv)
4^

L JL
[>* + lw -

saturation

mode pulling

mode pushing

V)On



Table 2. Continued 
Parameter Physical Context

+ /3;c» c: =. C O ) irradiance
°<w — In L»)

) t
+ A?

4-
phase

VJ-<1



t d t g (~ +  + _Lj' r,_  +,["Y-+ Cw-0 ^ 1
+ * 3 e’f^L Jl'1*. t ̂ L -Vê f1 VQv\ J
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(118)

and

( i f -n) [ LJ x  

C'y2 +
 ̂e1" ̂  N/ Iu\(y (119)

respectively. To determine the steady state of the 
frequency we set ^  ~ o in Eq. (115) and we obtain 
for the dipole case,

1 _  -fLw + 5 b lu (120)

where

x-irOe2pzN _ y
c t C '/1 +  ( w - O r / J  A

(121)

and for the quadrupole case
0 __ ^

gl

where
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ZirOg e2- (ĉ W Re (if • t) / A
° 1k(,W - * (uj - Jn)‘] V ^  "'k ^

(1 2 3)

Again there is little difference between the dipole and 
quadrupole case except additional complexity in the latter. 
The Eqs. (118) and (119) show the effect tuning has on the 
irradiances. Eq. (115) predicts a mode pulling and this is 
exactly what we find in Eqs. (120) and (122). The Eqs.
(121) and (1 2 3) give the dipole and quadrupole "stabiliza
tion factors", S D and sQ, respectfully.

A final question of interest is the question of 
the relative gains between the two cases. If we return 
to Eqs, (116) and (11?) and take the ratio we see

%  *  - 1 )  ( i S f t )  • , 1 W

Here we see that the ratio of the cavity quality factor 
(The ratio of the energy stored in the field and the 
energy lost per second.) of the quadrupole and of the 
dipole varies according to a factor and four ratios. The 
product of the ratios

w x«V V n 1 , (125)
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since (.vf* t) ^  Eq0 (124) now "becomes

0̂  —  — .fe ) < -L . (126)^ Yu/'“P « -N. '«» Tfe
The ratio is decreased by approximately one-fifth the 
reciprocal of the unsaturated population difference9 
Hence, the quality factor of a quadrupole laser is 
reduced0

In conclusions we have established the equation 
for the electric polarization vector with a dipole and 
quadrupole term in Chap, 1 showing the quadrupole term 
to be the divergence of a dyadic. We have also shown the 
quantum equations for a quadrupole laser to be essentially 
the same as for a dipole laser and calculated the ratio of 
the Q's of a quadrupole and dipole laser.



CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY

The semiclassical equations governing laser 
emissions from stimulated quadrupoles have been derived.
In a classical analysis the macroscopic and microscopic 
polarizations were computed and the corresponding quantum 
mechanical counter parts substituted into the microscopic 
polarization. Using a canonical transformation on the 
semiclassical Hamiltonian the Hamiltonians for dipoles and 
quadrupoles were calculated. The transformed Hamiltonian 
was used in Schroedinger's equation to calculate the 
density matrix elements. The matrix elements were substi
tuted into the polarization and the polarization into 
Maxwell"s equations, From Maxwell's equations the electric 
field was derived and from the electric field the equations 
of motion for the irradiance and phase. The equations of 
motion were solved and the irradiance and phase as a func
tion of time established. In addition to equations for 
irradiance and phase equations for gain, saturation, mode 
pushing, and mode pulling were calculated.

The equations for quadrupole lasers and the equa
tions for dipole lasers were compared. To fourth order in
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electric field there is no difference in the form of the 
equations„ The equations differ only by multiplicative 
factors.
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